
Coastal Round Walk 17 – Mullion Cove and Predannack Wollas – 3.90 miles 

Route Directions – Full GPS Version 

Mullion Cove Harbour to Predannack Wollas – 1.55 miles  

 

Start from the harbour at 66733/17900 at sea level.  Take the road towards Mullion village for 60 yards.  Go R (Coast 

Path sign) for 20 yards.  Here Coast Path goes R.  Go L, roughly E, on a track uphill moderate.  At Creigan House at 

66961/17881 at 267 yards continue on a grassy track between hedges to a track at 67061/17916 at 390 yards.  Continue 

uphill on the track to a WM post, just before a headless Cornish cross, at 67282/17890 at 165 feet at 657 yards.  Go R, 

roughly SSW, over a cattle stile into a field and follow LH hedge uphill easy to 195 feet, then down to a coffen stile to 

the next field at 67247/17763.  Follow LH hedge down to a low cattle stile at 67238/17697 at 150 feet at 875 yards.   

 

Cross 2 streams, heading uphill fairly steeply, then easy, on a narrow muddy path through scrub to a coffen stile at 

67183/17531 at 220 feet at 0.61 miles.  The path continues, bearing L, to a low cattle stile at 67122/17381 at 220 feet at 

0.71 miles.  Follow LH hedge to a cattle stile to the next field at 67073/17193 at 250 feet at 0.83 miles.  Cross the field, 

still SSW, passing a Cornish cross on L at 67054/17046 and immediately on to a long cattle stile to the next field at 

67046/17042 at 300 feet at 0.93 miles.  Follow LH hedge to a high cattle stile to a house on L, at Predannack hamlet, at 

66980/16888 at 280 feet at 1.04 miles.   

 

Bear R, with house on L, to a lane at 66971/16862 at 1.05 miles.  A lane goes L, a path goes R to Mullion Cliff.  Go 

forward on the lane towards Predannack Manor Farm.  Just before the farm, at 66898/16767 at 235 feet at 1.13 miles, 

go L over a cattle stile (FP sign) into a field.  Follow RH hedge uphill (can be muddy) and at 66883/16672 at 240 feet at 

1.19 miles cross a high cattle stile (WMs L and R).  Continue on muddy path S between hedges to a high cattle stile to a 

field at 66874/16575 at 230 feet at 1.25 miles.  Go straight across this field ESE to a high cattle/lift stile to the next field 

at 66957/16539 at 255 feet.  Follow WM to a wooden stile (FP sign) to a lane at 67031/16501 at 240 feet at 1.36 miles.  

Go R on the lane to Predannack Wollas farming hamlet and into the NT CP at 66911/16226 at 205 feet at 1.55 miles.   

 

 

Predannack Wollas to Mullion Cove Harbour – 2.35 miles  

 

Go L downhill on a track SE, which may become muddy, crossing a FB at 67064/16158 at 185 feet at 1.66 miles, and 

continue uphill to 67093/16105 at 190 feet at 1.70 miles.  Go R, following the Coast Path WM, and continue up to a 

step/cattle stile on L by a gate (NT sign) at 67023/16025 at 1.77 miles.  Continue uphill moderate to 215 feet, down and 

up to 225 feet and down to the Coast Path at 66900/15905 at 190 feet at 1.88 miles.   

 

Go R on the Coast Path downhill to above Parc Bean Cove to stepping stones over a stream at 66787/15981 at 95 feet at 

1.98 miles.  Ascend fairly steeply up to 160 feet,  then down to a stile at 669/159 at 140 feet.  You now climb to 220 

feet before undulating to a cattle stile at 661/163 at 215 feet, then undulating again up to 250 feet at Predennack Cliff.  

The path now descends to stepping stones over boggy ground and small streams at 661/168 at 190 feet.  The path now 

undulates again to another stile and then stepping stones over another stream at 664/172 at 175 feet.   

 

Enter the Lizard Nature Reserve at 664/173 and continue up to 235 feet.  You now head down again to cross a 

footbridge, stepping stones and a stream at 220 feet.  After a stile at 667/176 at 220 feet on Mullion Cliff, the descent 

begins to Mullion Cove.  Where you have a choice, keep L on the way down to the cove, to take 12 steps down to the 

hard at the head of the harbour at 66733/17900 at 3.90 miles. 

A simpler version of these route directions, without the GPS data, is also available.   

Return to the walk page and click for it. 

Distances in the directions text are cumulative. 


